
Writing a 
Killer Resume



Hello!
I am Parth Detroja

I am a product manager at Facebook and bestselling author of Swipe to 
Unlock: A Primer on Technology and Business Strategy.

The following deck is my guide to writing a great resume for any industry. 

This content represents my opinion and not that of my current or past 
employers. However, it’s worth noting that with the techniques in the guide, 
I was able to create a single standardized resume which got offers in 
industries ranging from tech to consulting to investment banking to 
consumer packaged goods. 

A lot of advice in this deck is applicable for everyone, but this deck is 
written specifically with university students in mind. Certain things (e.g. 
location of the education section & GPA guidelines) are quite different for 
more experienced professionals. 

https://www.amazon.com/Swipe-Unlock-Technology-Business-Strategy/dp/1976182190


General Formatting and 
Styling Guidelines
• Use a professional font such as Garamond or Century. 

• One Page Rule - no more, no less. Definitely put things like your job as a 
cashier or waitress on your resume if you don’t have other professional 
experience. As you get experience more relevant to your desired career field, 
remove the things that are least noteworthy.

• Maintain 0.5 inch Margins at the absolute minimum. If you don’t have too 
much experience yet, use 1 inch margins or even slightly larger. 

• You can play with font size to fill or stay within one page. Maintain size 10 font 
at very minimum for body content and don’t exceed size 12. 

• The average recruiter spends 6.25 seconds looking at each resume (Forbes). 
Make the most of your six seconds with a highlight reel, not a boring life 
summary. 

• Make your resume easy to skim with clear headers, bullets, and consistent use 
of bolding, underlying and/or italicizing . Overwhelming text wall resumes 
don’t get much love from recruiters. 

• Always submit your resume as a PDF. Word docs often lose their formatting. 



Resume Breakdown: 
What to Put on It



1.
Contact Points



Example

FYI: This is an example comprised of 

dummy information for a fictional student.



Contact Points Section 
Analysis
• Your name should be bold and larger than other text.

• Include your LinkedIn URL. Odds are you are going to be looked up and 
you don’t want any confusion as to which profile is yours.

• Change your LinkedIn URL to some version of your name.
• Have ONE phone number and ONE email address on your resume 

• Make sure your email address is professional and not something 
like skaterboy420@hotmail.com; using your .edu email is the 
norm for students. 

• Physical address is relatively useless nowadays so it’s optional. 
• However, it can serve as a great icebreaker topic for your 

interviewer if they have some connection to where you are from. 
• Personal website/Github URLs (if applicable) can go next to your 

LinkedIn URL.
• Do not put headshots or social media profiles other than LinkedIn on 

your resume 



2.
Education



Example



Education Section Analysis
• Phase out high school GPA and achievements by sophomore year of 

college unless they are extremely impressive 
• However, if you had a high SAT or ACT score, you should keep it 

on your resume (high meaning >32 ACT or >2150 SAT)

• List your GPA (to two decimals points) on your resume unless it’s below 
a 3.30 or so. 

• Honors row is optional however try to quantify any awards you do list.

• You can customize relevant classes based on what you are applying to 

• This section is especially important if the job you are applying to 
doesn’t related to your major

• You can list short programs (e.g. study abroad or certificate programs) 
here if you have extra room on your resume you need to fill; however 
unless you studied abroad attended somewhere really prestigious like 
Oxford or Cambridge, its not worth making your resume font smaller 
to try to list your study abroad experience.



3.
Professional Experience



Example



Professional Experience Analysis
• Copy my bold/italicize format or create your own. Just be consistent.

• Write out months, not just “Summer 2016” (unless you have had like 
multiple 4-6 week internships or something)

• Prioritize 2-4 strongest experiences (for each headline, have 2-4 bullet 
points)

• Bullets should be achievements, not job descriptions (more on the next 
slide) 

• Quantify everything

• If there is a URL with more information about something you achieved, 
include it but use a URL shortener such as goo.gl to save precious space

• Pro-tip:  Resumes are often screened by software due to the sheer 
quantity of applicants. Incorporating some of the buzzwords directly 
from job description into your resume can increase your chances of 
making it past the software screening. However, don’t overdo it as then 
you will fail the human review round.



How to Write Impactful Bullet Points
• Begin bullets with action-oriented verbs
• Highlight your achievements and quantify your impact in impressions, 

percentages, dollars, user growth, etc. 

• If applicable, mention notable individuals and organizations that you 
worked with or presented your work to 

• Use language that industry professionals will easily understand

• Highlight how your experiences and skills are easily transferable to jobs 
you are applying for.

• For instance, if you worked as a waiter last summer and now want to 
work in HR, you can highlight how your people skills are transferable. 

• Use professional language without personal pronouns

• Each bullet point should be 1-2 lines.

• Check for grammar, spelling and formatting mistakes before submitting 



4.
Extracurricular/ 

Other Experience



Example



Extracurricular Experience Analysis
• Highlight high-impact non-professional experiences such as your 

leadership roles in student organizations, research experiences, and 
side projects that you work on here

• You can customize the header to fit your experiences like I did in the 
example or just use “Extracurricular Activities” or “Other Experience” 
as a more generally applicable header 

• Same tips for bullets as the previous section



5.
Skills and Interests



Example



Skills and Interests Analysis
• Skills can usually be broken down to computer and language 

• Do not include skills that are obvious like Microsoft Word

• Include words like “advanced” and “proficient” to indicate your skill levels

• Use industry-relevant jargon, such Excel’s pivot tables and V-lookup, to 
showcase expertise if applicable 

• If you have extra space on your resume, definitely add NON-GENERIC 
interests

• Unique interests like performing standup comedy or running 
marathons can spark conversations and build rapport during 
interviews



When You Put It All 
Together

FYI: This resume is an example 

comprised of dummy information and 

experiences for a fictional student.



Thanks for reading!

I hope this was helpful. Be sure to follow the Tech 
Transparency LinkedIn page to receive updates on 
when new content like this is available!

Also, if you are interested in seeing more/supporting 
content by me, please consider buying my book on 
Amazon. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tech-transparency/
https://www.amazon.com/Swipe-Unlock-Technology-Business-Strategy/dp/1976182190

